1. announcer-introduced video report on three alleged Azanian People's Liberation army members arrested by police, who say they have averted what could have been another bloody attack on civilians; video clip shows plastic and other explosives; South African police spokesman Colonel Johan Mostert comments; second video clip shows R-4 and AK-47 rifles and ammunition; announcer-read report on the Pan-Africanist Congress saying today that it did not know what evidence police had to conclude that APLA members were involved in the possible attack. (2 min)

2. announcer-read over video report saying that the national strike by teachers has been suspended with immediate effect. The decision was taken at a South African Democratic Teacher's Union meeting in Johannesburg today. (brief)

3. announcer-introduced video report on African National Congress International Affairs Director Thabo Mbeki addressing economic issues at an eastern Cape African Chamber of Commerce meeting in last night. (1 min)

4. announcer-read report saying that the ANC has told the Swiss government that it is not fundamentally opposed to the sale of 60 Swiss trainer aircraft to South Africa. (brief)

5. announcer-introduced video report on heavy shelling and fighting in Sarajevo. (brief)

6. announcer-introduced video report on the Prince and Princess of Wales attending a ceremony in Liverpool. (1 min)

7. announcer-introduced video report on work done by a group of Environmentalists in Britain. (2 min)

8. sports. (2 min)

9. weather. (brief)

10. announcer-introduced video report on alleged UFO sightings in Australia. (1 min)
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